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	Most books on network planning and optimization provide limited coverage of either GSM or WCDMA techniques. Few scrape the surface of HSPA, and even fewer deal with TD-SCDMA. Filling this void, Evolved Cellular Network Planning and Optimization for UMTS and LTE presents an accessible introduction to all stages of planning and optimizing UMTS, HSPA, and LTE cellular networks.


	Supplying a comprehensive explanation of the fundamental aspects of current and future cellular networks, the text starts with an overview of each type of network, including basic techniques and channel models. Next, it examines the challenges operators and vendors are likely to face—explaining the critical role network planning and optimization play in addressing these challenges. The book details effective system-level simulation methods, it also provides:

	
		A complete overview of UMTS, HSPA, and LTE networks
	
		Techniques for planning and optimizing cellular networks
	
		An examination of inter-operation issues with existing cellular networks
	
		Coverage of the challenges in deploying LTE and relay networks



	In addition to exploring the procedures for planning and optimizing each type of network, the text covers techniques for major mechanisms, trending, troubleshooting, and conducting radio performance analysis. Paying special attention to compatibility issues among these networks, this book provides the understanding required to deploy and optimize networks that meet the growing demands for mobile data solutions.
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Biochemistry of Lipids, Lipoproteins and Membranes, Fifth EditionElsevier Limited, 2008

	Research on the biochemistry and molecular biology of lipids and lipoproteins has experienced remarkable growth in the last 20 years, particularly with the realization that many different classes of lipids play fundamental roles in diseases such as heart disease, obesity, diabetes, cancer and neurodegenerative disorders. The 5th edition of...
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NPY Family of Peptides in Neurobiology, Cardiovascular and Metabolic Disorders: from Genes to Therapeutics (Experientia Supplementum)Birkhauser, 2005

	The NPY-family of peptides encompasses several groups of neurotransmitters and hormones, which exert diverse biological and pathological actions that bear on all major vital systems. The recognition of the role of NPY in stimulation of food intake has already resulted in discovery of potent and selective NPY receptor Y-5 antagonists which are...
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Volume 6b: Motif Reference Manual, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2000
Volume 6B, Motif Reference Manual, is a complete programmer's reference for the Motif toolkit. The Motif toolkit provides a complete set of widgets, such as buttons, scroll bars, menus, and dialog boxes, for developing graphical user interfaces. It also includes a library of functions for creating and manipulating those widgets. The second...
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Professional ASP.NET 2.0 Special Edition (Wrox Professional Guides)Wrox Press, 2006
ASP.NET allows web sites to display unique pages for each visitor rather than  show the same static HTML pages. The release of ASP.NET 2.0 is a revolutionary  leap forward in the area of web application development. It brings with it a  wealth of new and exciting built-in functions that reduce the amount of code  you'll need to write for even...
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Behavioral Medicine:  A Guide for Clinical Practice, Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2007

	5 STAR DOODY'S REVIEW!

	"This is an extraordinarily thorough, useful book. It manages to summarize numerous topics, many of which are not a part of a traditional medical curriculum, in concise, relevant chapters. Physicians who do not understand the dynamics behind the doctor-patient relationship usually end up being...
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Approaches to Literary Readings of Ancient Jewish Writings (Studia Semitica Neerlandica)Brill Academic Publishers, 2013

	In this volume twelve contributions discuss the relevance, accuracy, potential, and possible alternatives to a literary reading of ancient Jewish writings, especially the Hebrew Bible. Drawing on different academic fields (biblical studies, rabbinic studies, and literary studies) and on various methodologies (literary criticism, rhetorical...
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